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Berne and Levy Physiology has long been respected for its scientifically rigorous approach and now

includes major updates to bring you all of the latest knowledge in the field. Bruce M. Koeppen and

Bruce A. Stanton present a honed and shortened edition that emphasizes the core information

needed by students of physiology today and features a full-color design and artwork to enhance

readability and enrich your comprehension of every concept. With access to the full contents online

at Student Consult, this time-honored book delivers an in-depth understanding of physiology more

powerfully and effectively than ever before.Describes all of the mechanisms that control and

regulate bodily function using a clear and intuitive organ system-based approach. Provides a rich

understanding of the body's dynamic processes through key experimental observations and

examples. Includes Student Consult access to the complete and searchable contents of the book

online, as well as relevant bonus content from other Student Consult titles, an image gallery, 10

physiology animations, and much more. Features updated coverage throughout to expand your

understanding of the most current trends in physiology and medicine, including the latest cellular

and molecular knowledge.  Includes shaded boxes that highlight and explain important clinical and

molecular information. Presents new section editors who ensure that you are getting the freshest,

most clinically relevant information available today.  Summarizes need-to-know information in each

chapter with Key Points sections.
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"This physiology textbook will continue to be one of the standards for medical education for the

foreseeable future."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢The Physiologist, review of the previous edition

It is a book that discusses a lot of things about the human body. I read the part about the nervous

system more extensively, since I was preparing for a lecture on the significant areas of the brains

and CNS. It gives a significant amount of information but unfortunately it fails (miserably) to give the

importance and significance of all the information being given. If a student were to read the book, I

am sure these information will not be remembered. Another thing, the manner on how the book was

written leaves a lot to be desired. The topics were not presented in an interesting way so a student

trying to go through the text will definitely need to find a way to harness his concentration and desire

to learn to finish his assigned reading.

Very difficult to read as a student - it was very frustrating that they chose this book for my graduate

physiology class. I used Linda Costanzo's Physiology book instead!

A fine text for medical school. However it has way too much detail for a primary text source. Good

for referencing topics that need more flushing out. I would recommend this as a supplement to

Costanzo's Physiology, but ONLY if you find that Costanzo is missing details you want.

I got the Kindle version for my smart phone and several figures are missing. Not to mention there is

little to go off of for when a figure or side bar comment is progressing and when it has switch back to

the main text. I do like the search feature.

Definitely a helpful book for medical school. Helped to clarify topics. Had some of my fellow

classmates borrowing it before exams.

Excellent collection of concepts relevant for bedside clinical practice. Good pictures.

Don't have a lot to say except that the writing is well done, the charts really explain the material well

and allow for a quick review down the line, and the clinical correlations on nearly every page help

solidify the information with common things we will see in the future. Great book all around, and I

recommend it to any medical student that is considering it. WORTH THE MONEY.
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